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PROGRESSIVE LESBIANS PLAN TO TAKE DOWN
THE NRA WITH PROFANITY AND VANDALISM
AUGUST 8, 2016| BY BRIAN ANDERSON

As far as I can tell, Betsy Riot is a group of progressive lesbians, upset
about attractive women and gun ownership. As such, they have launched a
campaign against these things that have caused them so much pain. I’m
not sure how they intend to defeat beautiful people, but they have a
website dedicated to bringing down the NRA and ‘American “gun culture.”’
Actually, I’m not really sure how they intend to defeat guns either; I think
they’re just really desperate for attention.
On the Betsy Riot website, the first thing you are greeted with is the
definition of a “Betsy.” According to them it is a noun that is pronounced /
fək’ thē in’ är ā/. Get it? F*ck the NRA. How clever is that? Now here’s what
it means:
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1.

a diversity-embracing, body-positive, sex-positive, historically aware
person who has fucking had enough of gun culture and the death and
terror it inflicts on America

2. a nonviolent act of civil disobedience against guns
They describe themselves like this:
We are channeling centuries of American progressivism. We are
neosuffragists and punk patriots and we are rescuing our country from gun
culture.
The civil disobedience, I guess, is how these body-positive (unattractive)
LGBTers plan to stick it to the gun lobby. They call on their followers to:
Commit to performing individual acts of gun culture sabotage or public
disruption.
What exactly are these individual acts? Some pretty lame stuff actually.
They want other “Betsies” to laugh at, sneer at, and prank “open carry
patriots.” They also want their braindead minions to vandalize public and
private property with stupid slogans like:
True patriots say f*ck the NRA
Hey Glocksucker! Guns kill over 33,000 Americans every year
Betsy knows about your tiny dick
Several times on the their website Betsy Riot complains about people
making body judgments on them, but they go right to making fun of other
people’s anatomy. The myth that gun owners have small ding dongs has
been completely debunked BTW. Porn star John Holmes was a gun owner
and that guy was human tripod. Still, isn’t it body shaming to make fun of
the size of someone’s genitals? Same on you, Betsies.
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Ultimately Betsy Riot wants to redefine what it means to be a patriotic
American:
Embrace diversity and sexuality and body positivity and be a fucking
American. Rescue our country from the culture of death.
They do understand that it was armed patriots who fought off the shackles
of British oppression and founded America, right? Actually, being far-left
lesbians, they probably have a revised version of history in which gay
people won the Revolutionary War through the power of inclusion and
“body positivity.”
I don’t think this plan of “decentralized civil disobedience” will have much of
an effect on anything, but I can see it ending in tragedy. Encouraging
people to attack gun owners is probably not the wisest thing to do. One of
these “Betsies” is going to mess with the wrong person and suddenly there
will be an “anti-gay hate crime” that goes down as a justifiable homicide.

